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Preliminary  introduced  by  Anselin,  Varga  and  Acs  (1997)  spatial  econometric  tools  are 
widely  used  in  economic  geography  of  innovation.  Taking  into  account  spatial 
autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity of  regional  innovation,  this paper analyzes how 
these  techniques have  improved  the ability  to quantify  knowledge  spillovers,  to measure 
their  spatial  extent,  and  to  explore  the  underlying  mechanisms  and  especially  the 
interactions  between  geographical  and  social  distance.  It  is  also  argued  that  the  recent 











end  of  the  80s.  Spatial  econometric  tools  deal  with  the  spatial  dimension  of  data  and 
especially  with  the  autocorrelation  and  heterogeneity  that  is  inherent  within  localized 
dataset  (Anselin 1988). From the seminal work of Paelink and Klaasen  (1979) and Anselin 
(1988)  the  set  of  available  tools  have  developed  fast,  allowing  us  to  test  for  spatial 
dependence and to estimate properly several specific models, such as count data models, 
qualitative data models, panel data models. 






Firstly,  as  stressed  by  LeSage  and  Pace  (2010),  there  is  an  “R&D‐based motivation”.  The 
endogenous  growth  theory  relies  on  the  idea  that  knowledge  is  at  least  partly  a  public 
good,  in  the  sense  that  it  is  only  partially  appropriated  by  the  agent  that  produces  it.  In 
other words, knowledge can be used by new agent without any cost or at a lower cost that 
the one that has been requested to produce it. The fact that these knowledge externalities 
would be spatially bounded  is at  the heart of  the new geography and growth  theories  to 
explain  agglomeration  processes  and  uneven  spatial  distribution  of  economic  activities. 
These  knowledge  spillovers  effects  imply  that  spatial  dependence  when  dealing  with 
innovation data at the regional level.  
The second motivation for considering spatial dependence in the innovation process comes 
from  the  very  strong  spatial  polarization  of  economic  activities  in  spacei.  This  uneven 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distribution means  that  there  is  a  high  spatial  heterogeneity  in  the  innovation  processes 





this  field, and  to draw the main  research perspectives, especially  the ones  resulting  from 
the latest developments of spatio‐dynamic models. I will argue that these latter provide us 
with  new  tools  allowing  us  not  only  to  deal  with  the  spatial  dimension  of  knowledge 
diffusion, but also to investigate the role played by time in the innovation process. 
To this aim, this paper is organized into three parts. In the first section, the focus is on the 
contribution  provided  by  spatial  econometric  tools  in  the  quantification  of  knowledge 
spillovers. Section 2 then reviews the studies using spatial econometrics while exploring the 
mechanisms underlying  knowledge  spillovers.  In  this  part,  special  emphasis  is  put  on  the 
approaches  investigating  the  role  played  by  collaboration  and  networks  in  spatial 
knowledge  diffusion.  Finally,  the  last  section  details  the  most  recent  developments  in 
spatial‐dynamic  econometric  model  and  show  how  they  could  be  used  to  analyze  the 
spatio‐temporal  dimension  of  knowledge  diffusion.  In  each  of  these  three  sections,  a 
literature  review  is  provided  first,  and  then  research  perspectives  are  discussed.  It  is 
important  to  note  that  I  do  not  necessarily  provide  a  completely  exhaustive  literature 
review on each specific issue (which would require much more than one paper). The aim is 








Henderson,  1993,  Audretsch  and  Feldman  1996),  spatial  econometric  tools  have  been 
introduced  in  the  field of  geography of  innovation  in  two different  frameworks.  The  first 




Spatial  econometric  tools  first  enter  into  the  analysis  of  regional  innovation  through  the 
knowledge  production  function  setting  in which  innovation  in  region  is  explained  by  the 
R&D inputs carried out locally. In this perspective, the very first introduction of spatial tools 
is due to Anselin, Varga and Acs (1997) and consist in introducing not only the regional R&D 
inputs,  but  also  the  R&D  carried  out  in  the  surrounding  regions.  Then,  tests  of  spatial 
dependence  in  the  random  perturbation  can  be  used  to  determine  the  correct  level  to 




not  introduction  into  the model, which  is more questionable.  Indeed, as explained  in  the 
next paragraphs, such spatial error models do not really deal with spillovers effects indirect 
effects between regions are excluded from the model. 










Three  main  contributions  result  from  the  introduction  of  these  different  spatial 
econometric  tools.  The  first  one  is  the  ability  to  distinguish  direct  and  indirect  impacts 
thanks  to  the matrix  of  own‐  and  cross‐partial  derivatives.  The direct  effects  capture  the 
response of the innovation output to a change in R&D input within the area. These direct 






The second contribution provided by  the  introduction of  spatial econometric  tools within 
the knowledge production  function  is  the ability  to analyze  the spatial profile of  impacts. 
Within the different effects, it is possible to disentangle the effects arising at the first order 
neighbor,  from  those  arising  at  the  second  order  neighbor,  third  order  and  so  on.  The 
partial  derivatives  can  indeed  be  used  to  investigate  marginal  impacts  which  show  how 
spillovers  decay  with  respect  to  order  of  the  neighbors.  From  this  point  of  view,  spatial 
econometric tools help us to quantify the spatial extent of knowledge spillovers. 
Last but not least, the third contribution is the correct calculation of the model coefficients. 




econometric  tools  therefore  allow  us  to  estimate  properly  the  model  parameters. 
Comparing the estimated coefficients reported by Autant‐Bernard and LeSage (2010) using 
spatial  econometric  methods  to  the  coefficients  that  would  be  computed  thanks  to 
conventional methods  underlines  the  potential  importance  of  the  endogeneity  bias.  The 
Bayesian estimates suggest higher private R&D spillovers and lower public R&D spillovers, 
and  they  also  suggest  less  resistance  of  knowledge  flows  to  distance.  Spatial  knowledge 







field  of  regional  sciences.  The  basic  assumption  of  the  model  is  that  the  interaction 
between  two  regions  (or  two  agents)  depends  on  the  respective  weight  of  each  agent 
together  with  the  distance  between  them.  In  this  perspective,  the  analysis  of  spatial 
knowledge spillovers relies on patent citations. Since the seminal work by Jaffe, Trajtenberg 
and  Henderson  (1993),  patent  citations  have  been  considered  as  a  proxy  for  knowledge 
spillovers.  In  spite  of  several  limitations  discussed  for  instance  in  Autant‐Bernard  et  al. 
(2010), reference made to previous patents can be considered as a paper trail of previous 
knowledge used in the new invention. 
In  spatial  interaction  models,  the  strength  of  knowledge  spillovers  is  assessed  by 
introducing spatial distance as an explanatory variable of the intensity of the patent citation 




into account the specificity of  the data  (count data with a  large number of observations). 
Within this framework, spatial econometric tools improve the ability to measure the spatial 
dimension  of  knowledge  spillovers  in  the  sense  that  they  permit  to  correct  for  spatial 
autocorrelation resulting from heterogeneity of origin and destination regions (LeSace and 
Pace, 2010). The usefulness of such a correction  is clearly pointed out by Fischer, LeSage, 
Scherngell  (2007).  In  this  paper,  they  compare  the  results  obtained  with  their  Bayesian 
spatial  Poisson  model  with  those  obtained  in  a  previous  version  of  the  model  (Fischer, 
Jansenberger, Scherngell, 2006) using conventional estimation methods. It comes out that 
the  Bayesian  effects model  produces  smaller  coefficient  estimates  for  both  distance  and 
borders.  As  observed  for  the  spatial  knowledge  production  function  approaches  above 




From  the  two  previous  sections,  it  appears  clearly  that  using  spatial  econometric  tools 
improves  the  way  spatial  knowledge  flows  and  their  spatial  extent  is  measured. 
Nevertheless,  several  research perspectives  remain. The  first one would be  to exploit  the 
information contained in the matrix of direct and indirect impacts. This matrix contains all 
the responses of the regional outputs to any change in regional inputs. As we are most of 
the  time  interested  in  the  global  impacts,  average  direct  and  indirect  impacts  are 
computed. The more detailed information contained in this matrix could however inform us 
about region‐specific effects. In a policy evaluation perspective in particular, the impact of a 



































The  second  channel  through  which  interpersonal  relationship  would  impact  on  spatial 
knowledge diffusion is the ability to form collaboration links. Johnson et al. (2006) actually 
show  that  collaborations  are  even  more  spatially  focused  than  citation  is.    Two  main 
distinct  frameworks  have  been  used  to  investigate  the  role  played  by  collaborations  in 
knowledge  diffusion.  The  former  relies  on  patent  citations  (Singh,  2005,  Sorenson  et  al., 
2006,  Gomes‐Casseres  et  al.,  2006,  Agrawal  et  al.,  2008).  It  demonstrates  that  if  two 
regions (or two agents) have co‐invented a patent, or  if  these two regions are sufficiently 
closed  in  the  co‐invention  network,  they  are  more  likely  to  cite  each‐other.  The  spatial 
clustering of knowledge diffusion would therefore result  from the higher opportunities of 
collaboration  offered  by  co‐location.    More  recently,  several  authors  have  adopted  a 
slightly  different  framework  to  address  this  issue,  based  on  collaboration  models.  The 
dependent  variable  is  in  this  case  the  probability  for  two  agents  to  collaborate,  or  the 
intensity  of  their  collaboration.  Using  either  individual  (Autant‐Bernard  et  al.  2007, 
Frachisse,  2011) or  regionally  aggregated data  (Ponds  et  al.  2007,  Scherngell  and Barber, 
2009),  they  assess  among  the  various  determinants  of  collaboration,  the  specific  role 










formation of  collaboration  ties has  followed  two directions  that  address  slightly different 
issues.  
Based  on  the  spatial  knowledge  production  setting,  a  first  set  of  papers  studies  to what 
extent geography is a by‐product of social proximity (Maggioni and Uberti, 2007, Maggioni 
et  al.,  2009).  To  this  aim,  a  relational  weight  matrix  is  introduced  and  test  for  spatial 
dependence  are  performed  once  controlled  for  controlled  for  social  proximity.  An 
alternative  approach,  not  implemented  yet  to  our  knowledge,  would  be  to  compare 
different weight matrices using  spatial  econometric  tools  like  those developed by  LeSage 
and Parent, 2004). This would allow determining whether a spatial weight matrix or a social 





The  key  issue  then  becomes  “does  spatial  distance  impact  on  collaboration  and  network 
formation?”.  The  use  of  spatial  econometric  tools within  this  framework  is  suggested  by 
Scherngell and Barber (2009) where spatial dependence arising for spatial heterogeneity is 
accounted  for, making  use  of  a  Bayesian  spatial  interaction model  developed  in  Fischer, 
LeSage, Scherngell (2007). The empirical results of these studies underline the role of social 







The research perspectives are numerous and  it  is difficult  to anticipate all of  them. There 
are at least for areas in which spatial econometric tools might offer a valuable contribution. 




reverse  the  causality.  While  most  of  the  current  approaches  focuses  on  the  impact  of 
distance on collaboration and network formation, it would be interesting to investigate to 
what extent  collaborations and networks  structure  impact on geography.  In other words, 
does network positioning of one region and its neighbors impact the regional innovation or 





network  to  which  they  belong  (strength  of  links,  connectivity  and  density).  A  spatial  lag 
model  and  the  robust  spatial  the  spatial  heteroskedastic  and  autocorrelation  consistent 
estimation  of  the  variance‐covariance matrix  are  implemented.  The  results  underline  the 
role played by regional labor mobility but unclear evidence of the role played by networks 
is provided. The endogeneity problem arising in such a setting still remains to be dealt with. 
Another  promising  area  lies  on  the  refining  of  the  relational weight matrix,  using  textual 
information. Indeed, most of the innovation network databases – being they coinventions, 






precisely  the  scientific  communities  and  to  study  how  knowledge  diffuses  through 
innovation  networks  In  this  perspective,  Maggioni  et  al.  (2009)  exploit  the  keywords 
information  contained  in  scientific  publications  in  order  to  measure  the  extent  of  a 
convergence process of the vocabulary of scientists working in the specific field the “cluster 
literature”  from 1969  to 2007.  This  preliminary work does open  the way  for  very  fruitful 
analyses based on the recent developments in computer sciences (see Mika et al, 2006 for 






3. Using spatial econometric  tools  to  investigate  the spatio‐temporal dimension of 
knowledge diffusion 
















dynamic  models.  Baltagi  et  al.  (2007)  suggest  spatial  correlation  tests  and  temporal 
correlation  tests  in  a  panel  model  with  random  effects.  Kapoor  et  al.  (2007)  extend 







on  a  probabilistic  approach.  Yu et  al.  (2008)  investigate  the  asymptotic  properties  of  the 
quasi‐maximum likelihood estimators in a static SAR model and Yu and Lee (2010) extend it 
to  the  dynamic  case.  Bayesian  approach  is  an  interesting  alternative  to  estimate  such 
models  that  have  correlation  in  the  time  dimension  as  well  as  spatial  correlation  across 
units.  Parent  and  LeSage  (2010  and  2011)  estimate  a  model  with  random  effects  while 
Erthur et al. (2010) consider the more elaborated case of a dynamic spatial Durbin model.  
Thanks  to  the  presence  of  an  individual  time  lag,  a  spatial  lag  and  a  cross‐product  term 
reflecting the space‐time diffusion, the dynamic responses over time and space that arise 
from  changes  in  the  explanatory  variables  can  be  calculated  (Erthur  et  al.  2010).  These 
14 
 





The  introduction  of  the  time  dimension  in  the  applied  analysis  of  knowledge  spillovers 
allows  us  to  deal  with  several  issues  that  have  remained  relatively  unexplored  so  far 
regarding the long‐run knowledge production process. From a theoretical point of view, the 
temporal  dimension  of  knowledge  diffusion  has  long  been  recognized  as  a  key  issue.  A 
tough debate framed by the work of Romer (1990) and Jones (1995) has focused on time 
dependence  in  the  flow  of  new  ideas.  However,  if  there  is  no  doubt  that  knowledge 
accumulated  by  inventors  at  one  period  of  time  is  used  by  new  inventors  at  the  next 




From  a  more  applied  perspective,  taking  time  into  account  is  also  important  to  better 











initial  values  of  these  variables,  making  it  to  disentangle  static  from  dynamic  effects.  In 
addition,  this  approach  does  not  provide  us  with  a  specific  evaluation  of  knowledge 
spillovers. Some very preliminary insights into this topic can be found in working papers by 
Jaffe,  Trajtenberg  and  Henderson  (1993),  more  recently  Johnson,  Sipirong  and  Brown 
(2006). Based upon patent citations they point out that geographical coincidence between 
citing and cited patents decreases over time. Very few studies have been carried out using a 
knowledge production  function  framework. Bottazzi and Peri  (2007) provide some  insight 
here using  time‐series.  They  focus however upon  international  spillovers  only  and  ignore 

















spatial  determinants  of  collaboration  changes  through  time?  To  what  extent  does  the 
spatial structure of network change through time? By taking into account temporal as well 
as  spatial  dependence,  spatial  econometric  techniques  can  contribute  to  deal with  these 
issues. 
A  second  set  of  questions  that  arise  in  network  analysis  is  related  to  the  dynamics  of 
networks. In this perspective, spatial econometric tools could be used in a slightly different 
way, by considering social distance instead of spatial distance. Introducing temporal as well 
as  relational  dependence  into  empirical  network  analysis  may  be  a  relevant  way  to 
investigate  most  of  the  theoretical  hypotheses  (preferential  attachment,  closure,  etc), 
conventional methods facing most of the time endogeneity problems. This would allow us 
to  analyse  how  networks  evolve  over  time  and  how  long  it  takes  for  knowledge  to  flow 
through networks.  






in which  they account  for  spatial dependence but not  for panel dimension. They observe 
that  the effect of both distance and border on R&D collaboration gradually declines over 
time.  Focusing  on  network  effects,  Hanaki,  Nakajima  and  Ogura  (2010)  also  study  the 
dynamics  of  knowledge  network.  Within  their  co‐invention  data,  cyclic  closure  and 
preferential  attachment  effect  is  observed,  as  well  as  a  positive  impact  of  co‐location. 
These  approaches  are  however  based  on  static  comparisons.  Other  approaches  such  as 




Using  the  program  Simulation  Investigation  for  Empirical  Network  Analysis  (SIENA) 






Two  essential  features  characterize  the  geography  of  economic  activities:  considerable 
spatial  concentration  on  the  one  hand  and  the  industrial  specialization  of  certain 
geographical zones on the other hand. Among these economic activities,  innovation  is no 
exception  being  highly  concentrated  in  a  small  number  of  countries,  and  within  these 
countries, in a small number of regions and often in a small number of metropolitan areas 





and  on  economic  geography  (Fujita,  Krugman  and  Venables,  1999)  enables  us  to 
understand this unequal distribution of innovation and the resulting growth dynamics. This 
understanding  is  based  upon  the  hypothesis  of  a  local  dimension  of  knowledge 
externalities. The notion of knowledge externalities is indeed at the base of the concept of 
increasing  returns  which  is  essential  for  understanding  the  impact  that  technological 
change  has  upon  growth.  The  spatially  bounded  nature  of  these  externalities  would 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consequently  appear  to  be  at  the  origin  of  a  geographical  polarization  of  innovative 
activities and localized growth dynamics.  
These theoretical advances have opened the way for a number of empirical studies which 
aim  to  answer  several  research  questions  which  are  essential  in  terms  of  technological 




out by  Jaffe  (1989),  Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson  (1993) and Audrestch and Feldman 
(1996).  In this field of the geography of  innovation, theoretical and empirical advances go 
hand in hand and build upon the methodological improvements of econometric tools.  
Preliminary  introduced  by  Anselin,  Varga  and  Acs  (1997)  spatial  econometric  tools  are 
widely  used  in  economic  geography  of  innovation.  Taking  into  account  spatial 
autocorrelation  and  spatial  heterogeneity  of  regional  innovation,  these  techniques  have 
improved the ability to quantify knowledge spillovers, to measure their spatial extent, and 







overcome  several  difficulties  faced  by  frequentist  approaches  (heterogeneity,  null 
observations,  model  comparison,  etc.).  Multinomial  logit  estimations  used  in  location 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choice  models  require  for  instance  estimating  a  large  number  of  parameters,  which  is 
easier  with  Bayesian MCMC  techniques.  Indeed,  the  computational  problems  associated 
with the Hessian calculation  in the case of the Maximum Likelyhood estimation that arise 
when considering large sample or when there is a large number of parameters in the model 
is overcome. Similarly,  the spatial heterogeneity  that characterizes  in particular  individual 




estimates  avoid  to  be  locked  into  a  local  maximum  which  could  arise  with  Maximum 
Likelyhood.  Of  course,  it  is  worth  noticing  that  bayesian  approach  assumes  that  the 
econometrician has a prior knowledge that allows her to formulate a prior distribution for 
the parameter,  an  idea usually not  subscribe  to by non‐Bayesians. When  the  sample  size 
increases,  this  prior  information  tends  however  to  play  a minor  role  in  determining  the 
character of the posterior distribution.    
In addition to these technical advances, recent researches move to new approaches aiming 
at  exploring  the  consequences  of  knowledge  externalities  at  the  individual  level.  More 











including  spatially  lagged  dependent  variables  only  these  approaches  neglect  part  of  the 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